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INTRODUCTION

This report deals with a diffrcult and unsolved question in fisheries biolory:

how, and to what exten! can populations of marine fish 'compensate" for additional

negative impacts imposed upon them?

In this case the additional impact is the annual killing by SONGS of billions

of early life stages of several fish species. The ability of the populations to

compensate for these deaths will determine whether this is one of the most severe,

perhaps even t}re most severe, negative biological effects of SONGS, or whether it is

a minor effect.

Unforhrnately, unlike other potential effects of SONGS examined by the

MRC, direct sampling will not tell us what the effect has been Because fish,

including their immature stages, move a great deaf any effects will be spread out

over a large area- Consequently tlere will be no 'Controln area with which the

Impact area can be compared; and even a major effect will be so diluted that the

change will be indistinguishable from natural variation except by a massive sampling

program over many years. Thus the only way for us to assess the effects of the

killing of the immature stages is to try to convert the estimated numbers killed into

sfoanges in the population size, by mJ4ns of models.

These models must include factors representing compensation- There is

little doubt that compensation occurs to some extenfi without iq even the slightest

additional source of mortality would cause a population to decline inevitably to

extinction. There is also little doubt that compensation is limited: if enough
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additional soruces of mortality are imposed any population will eventually be

driven extinct. Further, the ability to compensate must vary: some populations may

already be compensating for additional mortality imposed by, for example, fishing or

other power plants, while others are not. How far can a particular population

compensate for mortality such as that imposed by SONGS on immature stages?

Many researchers have examined and failed to ansnrer this question in detail

or with precision (e.g., Barnthouse and Van Winkle 1988, Fletcher and Deriso

1988). We can do no better. Instea4 we have assembled in this report the

arguments behind the broad claim in Chapter 10 that likely compensation

mechanisms will not prevent a reduction in the average abundance of adult fish.

We have also attempted to determine the amounts by which some

populations seem likely to decline, based on their Adult Equivalent Losses. It is

important to note that, unlike the losses given for other species, which are based on

estimates of varying precision (which itself can be estimated), the numbers gven

here are little more than sophisticated guesses whose reliability is quite unknovm.

1. fiIE MEAI{ING AI\ID IMPLICATIONS OF COMPENSATION

Populations of fth fluctuate in density througb time. However, few species

are observed to go extinct or to increase without any apparent limit within

ecological time spans. It can be shoum from the study of simple theoretical models

that any population in which the per capita probabilities of a birth or a death over a

specified time interval are unaffected by population density must ultimately behave

in one of three ways:

2
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ilnlimited gfourth

decline to extinction

fluctuations of the sort associated with a "randomwalk"

Possibility (iii), the randon walq only occurs in the highly unlikcly situation

where tJre per capita probabilities of a birth or a death happen to balance exactly. If

any of the fish populations influenced by SONGS had density-independent birth and

death probabilities with parameter values that placed them on this "knife-edge" of

viability, then the effect of SONGS would be serious, as a,ny additional mortality

would start the prbcess of decline towards extinction.

However the fact that the fish populations under study have survived for

many generations in spite of natural environmental variability suggests that these

populations are to some extent "regulated"o which would imply "density dependence"

of per capita birth and death rates. In their simplest form, such density dependent

processes will tend to cause a population that increases above its equilibrium level,

or decreases below it, to return to that equilibriurn So the dynamical system of

which the fish population is a part can be thought of as being composed of some

processes whose effect on tle birth or death rate of the population depends on how

many fish are present (density dependent processes), ild other processes whose

effects do not depend on the number of fish present (density independent

processes). The latter inevitably vary in their intensity througb time and so

contribute strongly to fluctuations in the fish population The population will not

remain regulated in the presence of these density independent driving forces unless

countervailing density dependent processes occur. Althougb the detailed dynamics

(i)
' 

(ii)

(iii)
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of real fish populations are typically more complicated than this 5implified

description, such additional detail will not a^ffect our broad conclusion that density

dependent processes must be operating.

We define comperuation to be the effect on population size of density

dependent factors operating on per capita birth and death rates. It occurs because

&e individuat fish responds to its environment, which includes other individuals like

it a reduction in the density of Uke individuals nay make the environment more

hospitable for those that remain For example, reducing the density of larvae might

cause the remainder to survive or grow better. Density dependent factors may also

result in rate processes associated witl one life stage being influenced by the

population density in anotler stage; we then use the terminolory "compensation ln

stage x in respotue to stzge y' to mean that the rate of some process (developmenf

survival or reproduction) for individuals in stage x is a.ffected by the population

density of individuals in stage y.

. Because of density dependent factors, we do not in general expect the

addition of new density independent mortality (such as that imposed on immatures

by SONGS) to drive fish populations extinct Eventually, as a result of the lowered

density of either immatures or adults, the remaining individuals (either immatures

or adults) can be expected to do better: either the birth rate will increase or the

death rate from causes other than SONGS will decrease sufficiently for the

population to persist.

However, the average population abundance is fikely to decrease. Sardines,

white seabass, barracuda, yellourtaif Pacific mackerel, and pelagic sharks are all
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California marine fish species ttrat have declined in the face of additional man-

imposed mortality, in spite of the probable presence of compensation (CaICOFI

1983). In particular, an increase in the death rate of immatures, such as is caused by

SONGS, can be expected to lower the aVerage (or equilibrium) abundance around

which the adult population fluctuates.

The remaining two sections of the report are an attempt to justiff these

assertions and quanti$ some of them- We do not have the appropriate data to test

for compensation in the species potentially affected by SONGS, so we are forced to

rely on indirect arguments. In Section 2 we assess the evidence for compensation in

three species of marine fish amassed in a recent review, and establish candidate

mechanisms through which compensation might operate for fish affected by

SONGS. In Section 3, with the aid of a suite of very simple mathematical models,

we examine the likely effect of SONGS-induced mortality and compensation on the

average abundance. of hypothetical fish species in which compensation operates

througb those mechanisms identified in Section 2.

2. EVIDENCE FOR COMPENSATION IN IVIARINE FISH

The most recent and thorough review of evidence concerning compensation

is presented by Saila et aL (1987). We have examined evidence in that.review

relating to three species of marine fish, to see where and how compensation might

operate in the life history. The review, several of the original data papers, and the

ecological literature in generaf form the basis for our discussion
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Below, the numbers in parenthesis refer to pages in chapter 3 volume 1 of

the review by Sula a aL

Of the 13 species considered by Saila et al., only three spend all of their lives

(including the egg and larval stages) entirely in the ocean: Pacific herring northern

anchovy and Atlantic cod. A fraction of the early stages of a fourth, mainly marine,

species (winter flounder) is found in estuaries and rivers. The remainder are either

freshwater or anadromous species. Since the species of interest at SONGS are

entirely marine, we concenffate on the results for herring, anchovy and cod.

Saila et aL (1987) concluded that compensation occurs in both the adult and

immature stages of fis5 in general. They concluded there was compensation in the

adults of all three purely marine species, although the evidence is weak for herring.

They also argued that tlere was compensation in the immature stages of cod and

anchory. Overall, they concluded there was only weak evidence for density

dependence in herring perhaps occurringvia reproduction, and that the populations

are very sensitive to increased negative impacts (12 et seq.). For anchory they

concluded that cannibalism [of immatures] "is clearly density dependenfn and

speculated that predation upon the eggs and larvae (27,28), fecundlty, immaturt

gowth and starvation, and fishing on the adults (28) may be important density

dependent factors. In cod (35 et see.), adult gorvth has been shown to be density

dependent. There is also evidence for earlier maturation at lower adult densities,

and density dependent fecundity. They conclude tlat "density dependent

mssfuanisms determining recruitment in species such as cod must be taking place at

the juvenile and late juvenile stagesn (A).
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We agree with Saila et d., that there is adequate evidence for compensation

by the adulr of these species"

However, we disagree about the adequacy of the evidence for compensation

by the immature stages, mainly because we differ concerning what we can take for

granted a prioi. We shall argue that there is no convincing evidence for immature

compensation in their three marine species, and further that there are a prioi

grounds for suspecting that compensation in the immature stages may be absent or

wealc

We do not claim that there is no compensation in immatures; there may be.

Our point is, rather, to illustrate how little is knoum about these processes and how

little can safely be assumed. In fact, in Section 3 we examine the probable

consequences of compensation by immature5 as well as by adults.

2.1 Compensation in Immature Fish

Saila er al's reasons for concluding that the immatures of the three marine

species compensate are both general and partiorlar. The general arguments

amount 1e I sleim that foo4 predation and cannibalism may be expected a priori to

affect the immatures in a density dependent way, and that reductions in the density

of inmatures will lead to:

(1) increases in their food intake and hence increases in their growth rate

and survival, and
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(2) decreases in tle predation and cannibalism rates.

Claim (1): inctease in food. Our rejection of this claim is based on the

known dynamics of feeding in relation to food supply. Saila er aI appear not to

accept, or to be uncertain of the validity of, the broad generalization that the rate of

intake of food depends primarily on the density of the foo4 and not directly on the

instantaneous number of individuals searching for the food. Even where

interference among individuals may influence feeding rates, this effect is likely to be

insignifrcant in comparison with the effect of variations in food density (see Crowley

et aI L986 for a sarrple calorlation).

We believe, on the basis of extensive existing ecological studies of feeding

behavior in many different organismq that the rate of intake of food, for an

organism of a given physiological state, is determined by the rate of encounter with

potential food items and hence by the density of food (Peters 1983). In other words,

the amount of food consumed by an individual depends on how much food it

encounters, and this depends almost entirely on how much food is in the

environment and hardly at a]l on how much time the individuat wastes in encounters

with other individuals. Thuq if the supply of food in the habitat is constant, then the

amount consumed by any individual will not be increased by removing other

individuals. from the habitat, unless these removed individuats were causing a

reduction in the amount of food in the habitat.

An opposing view has been expressed (Arditi and Ginsburg 1989), but we

disagree with some of the theoretical arguments and note that the evidence offered
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in support applies only to rather special systems which are very different from fish in

the open ocean.

It follows that a reduction in the density of immature fah owing to intalcc

mortatity in a power plwtt, will lead to sl irwease in thc rate of intatce of food fu the

remainingimmatwes only if tle density of food panicles inneases. This will ocanr only

if (i) food density had praiowly bem suppressed by the immatures, and (ii) the release

from this suppression is not cqtcelled by the introduction of anoth.er sourte of food

suppression-

It is possible for these conditions to be satisfied. But for the species

considered by Saila et al., the food particles come from such a variety of sources and

a^re eaten by such a variety of species that the burden of proof seems to rest with

those who argue that the affected fish species had been suppressing the food supply.

In addition, condition (ii) will be violated if SONGS removes the food of the

immafures in about lhe same proportion as the immatures tlemselves.

We turn now from these general arguments to the evidence on

compensatio& via the feeding response of immahres, of the three purely marine

fish species reviewed.

Saila ef al provide no evidence that immatures of the species in question

suppress their food supply. Evidence that the food supply may often be below that

required for immature development does nat demonstrate that the immatur€s

themselves suppress their food supply there are many possible reasons for this
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suppression There is no evidence for herring or anchovy; indeed MacCall (1980)

argued that such suppression nigbt not occur in anchory even at a local scale.

Nor does the review provide evidence that the growth rate or survivorship of

the immatures of any of the three species increases as their own density declines. In

the co4 Saila ef al concluded there was little or no evidence for density dependent

growth in the first year of life. There is some evidence for density dependent

decrease in age at maturity - apparently over several to many decades (36). This

does not reflect an increase in immature growth rate, however, but ratler

maturation at a smaller size.

The absence of a change in growth rate is important since Saila ef al suggest

that faster maturation at lower immature density may canse a density dependent

reduction in losses to predaton - because the fish escape more quickly the higher

predation rates associated with immaturity. However, predation rates are likely to

be related to maturity only because mature fish are bigger; i"e., it is size, not sexual

maturity, that determines vulnerability to predation, so only an increase in immature

growth rate is likely to lead to reduced predation" In sunn, there seems to be no

good evidence for density dependence acting on immatures via the food supply.

(We note that earlier maturation can have a compensatory effect even when

there is no change in growth rate. If there a.re no other changes, earlier maturation

implies a greater probability of reaching the reproductive stage, and a longer period

in this stage, for each individuat. However, it is most unlikely that there will be no

other changes. Earlier mahration is likely to lead to smaller adults, since a period

previously devoted to growth is now devoted to reproduction This is likely to lead

10
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to reductions in survival" fearndity (e.g., the number of eggs an individual can

produce) and biomass. This is a very complicated set of possibilities, not suggested

by Saila et al., difEcult to model and, we feef unlikely to lead to a significant

increase in population size or biomass. We therefore do not consider it further.)

glaim (2): Predation and Cannibalism. Saila er 4,['s claims that these

processes are density dependent rest mainly on an assertion that this is tnre in

general.

There is, however, an enormous literature on predation In our vieq the

weight of that body of evidence points to the short-term effects of predation (i.e., the

response of individual predators) as tlpically either density independent or even

invenely density dependent (see Murdoch and Bence (1987) for a review). Inverse

density dependence would lead to depensatory (the opposite of compensatory)

mortality, i.e., mortality rates would increase as the population decreased.

The long-term effect of predation may be compensatory. As their food

supply decreases, the number of predators may decline, thus decreasing the

predation pressure. However, although very little is known about predation on

immature fisb it seems unlikely that any predator population depends heavily on

this source of food: for most predators, immature fish are probably not partiorlarly

different from any other planktonic material. Thus we would not expect a

significant decline in the predators of immatures in response to increased losses

caused by SONGS.
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The situation with sannilalism is more complex. The predatory behavior of

individuat cannibals (larger immatures) feeding on their own species presumably

obeys similar rules to predation: the short-term ("functional") response of predaton

is t5picaUy a "qrpe 2,' which @uses depensatory mortality because of satiation or

handling time effects; this is typicatly the case even when the predator feeds sn

several species. However, we carexpect a longer-term density dependent feedback

process to operate since losses of immatures to SONGS that are not compensated

for should lead to fewer cannibals, which in turn will reduce the cannibalism rate on

smaller immatures. We explore this effect with the aid of a model in Section 3.

Turning to the evidence specific to the three purely marine species, we were

not able to find reliable evidence for density dependent predation or cannibalism.

Saila ef al make no claim of finding density dependence in herring. In the case of

the anchory, the paper confuses temporal density dependence and spatial density

dependence. Temporal density dependence occurs when an overall rate (of deatb"

birth, growth, etc.) varies with the density of the poputation as a whole. It leads to

compensation. Spatial density dependence occurs when the population is patchily

distributed, and rates in dense areali are different from rates in sparse areas. This is

as likely to cause depensation as oompensation - see Murdoch and Stewart-Oaten

(1989). At least one piece of evidence presented on anchovy shows predation to be

depensatory (23), and the remaining evidence (24) does not specif whether the

rumber or tle fraction of larvae eaten incteased with their density (onty tle latter

implies density dependence). Saila et aL state that predation upon immature cod is

believed to be the most important density dependent mechanism sea6slling year-

class strength (38), but no evidence is presented.

t2



One form of compensation is potentially particularly important because it

could completely nullif the SONGS effect or even lead to an incnease in the adult

population- This is where the compensation acts in a late stage in response to a

decrease in an earfer stage. It can arise in more than one way, but a simple

mechanism is the "constant yield" condition" The hlpothesis here is that there is a

bottleneck at the late juvenile stage, so tha! over a wide range of lanal densities, a

more or less constant number passes through the late juvenile stage to adulthoo4

regardless of the number entering the stage. This could occur, for exarrple, if there

were a fixed number of refuges or territories for late juveniles. There is no evidence

for this type of compensation in the three species under discussion, and nothing in

the biolory of the species of concern at SONGS indicates that this mechanism could

be operating.

22 Compensation by Adult Fish

There is evidence for density dependent growth of adults in some herring

populations but not in others (13, 14). Density dependent adult growth has also

been found in both the anchovy (20) and cod (35). This can be expected to lead to

density dependent feundity,which has been separately observed in anchovy (21,n)

but has not beenwell-established in cod, exceptvia increased growth (37).

There is no evidence for increased adult sunival at lou,er stock sizes in the

three species studied. The relationship between adult survival and adult density is

notoriously diffrcult to estimate, however, and it is possible that there might be such

a response to increased food intake. On the other han4 McCall (pen. comrn)

suggests that at least one source of adult mortality is likely to be depensatory:

I
I 13



marine birds and mammals that feed on adult fish are zuch information-rich feeders

that they are likely to take a constant snonnt of food over a very wide rang€ of frsh

densities. (He notes that in this sense these predators are analogous to modern

information-rich fishing that uses technolory such as sonar and aerial zurvep to

achieve similar constant yields regardless of fish density.)

If the loss of immahrres leads to a decrease in recruitment to the adult

population, this may have aneffect on the predators of the adults" However, this

may make the effect of SONGS more serious, by transferring it from fodder fish to

sport and commercial species. We disctrss this as "Case 4' in our set of models in

Section 3.

These results suggest that adult cod and anchovy populations, ffid some

herring populationq were indeed suppressing their food suppln which presumably

increased in response to reduced adult abundance. Overall, there seems to be quite

good evidence for density dependgnt growth and fecundity in adult marine fish,

while effects on survival are still unknown-

23 Summary

In summary, there seems to be adequate evidence in wholly marine species

for various compensation mechanisms involving a response to adult density. These

include density dependent growtl, fecundity and time-to-mahration, and possibly

sun'ival, that depend on adult densrty. The fraction of immatures cannibalized may

also increase with increasing adult density, though there does not seem to be good

evidence for this. The evidence is at best weak that immature stages (larval or

L4
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juvenile) compensate for reductions in immature densrty, for example by faster

growth or highsl survival.

3. CONSEQUEITSES_ QII_IMMATU__RE MORTALTTT
T]PON rISH STOCKS

In this section, we use simple models of fish populations to evaluate how a

SONGS-induced increase in immature mortality might affect the average density of

adult fish. Two types of fish are killed as immatures by SONGS. One is 'Todder

fish'(e.g., queenfish), which srs imFortant mainly as food for the other t1pe, namely

piscivorous sport and/or commercial species" Compensation can affect these two

types of fish differently.

3.1 Aims of the Models

Idealln we would like to nnite detailed models of the dyramics of the fish

populations in the Bigfut, based upon extensive information about the real

populations. The information required to develop such models would include, for

example, fecundity, development rate, and death rate for each age class, annual

variation in these rates, and any dependence on density. Such information is not

availabte for any of the species of concern, and believable, detailed models are thus

out of the question- We therefore use the simplest models that incorporate whatwe

regard as the essential features of fish life history.

The models are intended to provide a more rigorous guide than mere

intuition to the likely consequences, for adult stocks, of various possible forms of
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compensation By making assumptions e4plicit they also allow the reader to judge

whetler they are acceptable. They do not aim to be realistic portrayals of the

detailed dynamics of any particular fish populations, nor are they intended to

provide a precise measnre of potential sfuengeS in stock size" They recognize only

two classes of each fish species: immatures and adults; they are deterministic; they

do not recognizs spatial variation; and they look only at effects on numbers, not on

biomass.

Three conclusions are reached:

(1) Most forms of compensation examined tail to prevent a decline in

adult stock in response to SONGS-induced mortality of immatures; the fractional

decline migbt plausibly be about the same size as the proportion of immatures killed

by SONGS

(2) The adult population is unlikely to be destabilized by the action of

SONGS. The most important exception to this generalizatioa is the situation (which

we believe rare) where there is zufEcient compensation in the late juvenile'st4ge

(i.e., after SONGS impact but before maturity) to prevent an appreciable fractional

decline in adult stoclc

(3) The most likely.effect of entrainment of immatures of a "fodder" fish

that is eaten by sport/commercial species is a reduction in the equilibrium adult

abundances of the latter, with only a small change in the abundance of the fodder

fish.

16
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32. Compensation Mechanisms Modelled

Following Section 2 we recognize only two stages in the models below:

adults and immatures"

Adr^tlts can compensate by increased survival, growth or fecundity. Since our

discussion focuses on individuals, not biomass, we do not discuss growth per sei

compensation by increased size becomes an implicit part of our discussion of

compensation by increased survival or fecundity. Adult compensation rvill be in

response to the density of adults only, since immature individuals do not compete

with adults or prey on them-

Immatures can compensate by increased survival or reduced time to

maturation. As discussed above, an adequate model of reduced time to maturation

involves too many complexities and too much species-specific detail, compared to its

likely importance, for it to be modelled here. However, we do consider immature

compensation in response to the density of immatures (e.g., via decreased food

suppression) and to the density of adults (e.g., via decreased cannibatism).

Guided by section 2, we have classified the major potential mechanisms as

follows:

Case 1. Resporues by aduks.

(a) Adults experience higher fecundity at lower adult density.

(b) Adult survival may increase when there are fewer adults.

L7
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Case 2. Resporue by immaures to aduk dercity.

(a) Cannibdism of immatures by adults decleases as adult density

decneases.

O) Survival of immatures is higher at lower adult density (e.g., each egg

may be larger).

Case 3. Respnwe by immmres to immature deruity.

(a) Planktonic and juvenile stages survive better at lower densities.

(b) SONGSi-induced mortality on late juveniles is so small it can be

ignored and late juveniles survive better at lower densities.

(c) Cannibalism of planktonic stages by juveniles decreases as juvenile

densrty decreases.

Case 4. Predation by othcr species

(a) The affected species is a major prey item for a predator (e.9., a

sport/commercial) species.

Cases l(a),2and 3(c) cover the mechanisms that emerged from Section 2 as

the prime candidate mechanisms for compensation That section gave little support

for compensation via increased adult survival, and none for compensation via

incneased immature survival in response to reduced immature density, but in view of

the inadequacy of the evidence, we have included some discussion of these

mechanisms (cases 1(b) and 3). Case 4 was not covered in Section 2, but in view of

our knowledge that SONGS entrains fodder fish, this aspect clearly merits

investigation The only candidate mechanism not modelled is dependence of time

to maturity on adult density, for reasons gven above.

18
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Case 2 will not be separately modelled below. Although it gives responses by

immature stages, it is covered by tbe increased fecundity of adults, Case 1(a): we

merely reinterpret oimmaturesn to mean juveniles onlS and 'fecundity" as the ability

to produce new juveniles rather than eggs or plankton

.33. A "Single-Species" Model and its General Properties

In our investigation of most of the fofms of compensation, we make extensive

use of one partianlar, nsingle-speciesn model. To avoid excessive repetition we no$t

state the model, and establish some of ir general mathematical properties, in

particular equations for equilibria and conditions for stability of these equilibria.

(We include some of the algebra, so interested readers can check the results.) The

only cases identified in section 3.2thatcannot be discussed using this model are case

3(c) (Cannibalism) and case 4 (Predation by other species). Models for these cases

will be proposed at the point in the text where they are required.

The model recognizes that although tbere are three stages (adult, planktonic

and juvenile) we need only explicitly represent two: adults and immatures.

Depending upon the mechanisms we wish to investigate, the immatures can include

both the planlconic and juvenile stages, or only the latter. We assume that

reproduction occurs in a short period each year and produces a distinct cohort of

imm4gures. An appropriate discrete-time formulation for fish populations consisting

of a juvenile stage lasting one year and an adult stage is then:

It

A*r

= b(A),\

= Sg(It)It + Sah(At)A

(1)

Q)

where
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I t =

Ar=

b=

S=

g(I) =

(.\) =

Sa=

h(.\) =

density of immatures at time t,

density of adults at time t,

maximum number of 'births" per adult, where a nbirth" is an
ess that hatches and survives throueh the planktonic staqe to
b&ome a juvenile (except in case-f(a), rihere it is a d'ewly
hatched planktonic larva) ;

ratio of per capita birth rate when the adult density is At to
the maxlmum rate;

51, maximum survival of immatures at low immatures density;

ratio of immature survival when immature density is It to
maximum immature survival:

maximumyear to yeax survival of adult fish;

ratio of adult survival when adult density is At to ma:rimum '
adult survival:

I
I
l
I
I
t
I
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SONGS affects b and S. Compensation occurs through f, g and h. We

assume tlese are non-increasing functions, with at least one of them being strictly

decreasilg, so a SONGS-induced decrease in adults or juveniles will lead to

increased (or, at least, not decreased) fertility or survival. Tbus f(0) = g(0) = h(0)

= t. (It is possible that, in real life, one of these functions actually increases over

some rflng€, e.g., tle Allee effect, but this would make the effect of SONGS even

worse.)

Note that the left side of equ(l) is It, not It+r. For example, the birth process

(including hatching and survival through the planktonic stage) could take from April

1 to May 1; the juvenile stage could last until the following March 31, when sundving

juveniles would become full adults, and contribute to the next set of births" A

would be the number of adults on April 1, and It the number of juveniles on May 1,

ofyear t.
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It can therefore be eliminated from the model equations. The numbers of

adults in successive yeaxs are related by

A+r = F(At'b'S)At

where

(A,b,s) = Sbf(A)g(bAf(A)) + Sah(A).

The equilibrium population satisfies

F(A*,b,S; = 1.

' 
Once this is solved for A', the immature density is given by

(3)

(4)

(s)

r- = ue-f(A').

Equs (a) and (5) express the fact that the average lifetime production of each

adult, bf(A)/tl - SAh(A)], should be the number of juveniles required to produce

one adult to replace iaelf, t/tsg(I)1.

An equfibrium is of little relevance unless itis lacally stable,i.e., following a

small perturbation, tle stock returns to its previous level" If & = A, - A' is the small

deviation inyear t then

g.t+r = aa{A'laF / aAl + 1},

using equation (5) and Taylor Series expansion of the rigbt side of equ (3).
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(Note: all derivatives in this report are evaluated at 1C,b,S;, i.e', the pre-

SONGS equilibrium andvalues of b and S.)

The vdue

z= A' IaF/aAl+1

is the neigenvaluen of the system- It determines whetler, after a small perturbation,

the system oscillates (z < 0) or changes monotonically (z > 0) and also whether it

returns to equilibrium (l"l < 1) or not (l"l > 1)" We will see below that, provided

there are no depensatory mechanisms (i.e., provided t, g md h are all non-

increasing so that increased populations cannot have increased fertility or survival),

z must be less than 1. In otherwords, monotonic divergence from equilibrium is not

possible in this model. The population can be unstable only if it novercompensates",

i.e., if compensation is so strong that At+r is further above (or below) the

equilibrium than A was below (or above) it.

From equ (6), z = d(AF)/aA Writing t' = Ue-f(A.), we get

z = sbf(A')sg)pq + sAh(A)R

= (1- SAh(A"))PQ + SAh(A.)R,

using equ (5), where

P=1+e.t ,1c)/ f (A)

Q=1+I -g ' ( I ' ) /g ( I - )

(8)

(e)
(10)R=1+A-n'(e.) /h(A')
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Note that rf f', E' and h' axe all non-positive, tlen P, Q and R are dl s 1;

since Seh(A) = fraction surviving must be 3 1, we getz s (1 - SAh(A)) + Sah(A) =

1, as claimed above. The inequality wil be strict if at least one of f' , E' and h' is

strictly negative.

, We will measure the sensitivity of the equilibrium value, A*, to SONGS-

induced gfoanges in S, by asking whether a given small fractional change in S leads to

a smaller, larger or equal fractional change io A*. More precisely, if a change of 65

in S ( = a fractional change of 65/5) causes a change of 6A' in A' (other paf,ameters

being unsfoanged), then the sensitivity of A' to change in S is

o5 = [5A*/A1/teS/St.

From equ (5) and the rules for partial differentiation we have

os = -SlaF/aSJ /@'pF/a4)

by Taylor Series expansion From equs (4), (5) and (6), we get

os = {1 - Sa(e';1 /$ - z)" (11)

We define the sensitivity of A' to shanges in b similarly: ot =

t6/J /tl/t6b/bl if a small change 5b in b causes a small change 6A* in A*. We

then get

ot = -bllF/abll(A'taF la{l)

I
'l

t
I
t
t
I
l
t
I
t
t
t

= Qos
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Since z s !, equ (11) shows that os > 0; thus the change in A'will be in the

same direction as tle change in S; in particular, a reduction in juvenile survival will

lead to a reduction in the equilibrium adult population" If Q > O the same holds

for the fertility, i.e., ou > 0 so a reduction in b leads to a reduction in A*. However,

it is possible that Q < 0, so the number of juveniles surviving to adulthood, Sg(I),

actually increases when the number of entering juveniles decreases; a decrease in b

could then lead to an increase in A.. This is discussed in Case 3(b) betow.

A sensitivity index greater than one implies (for a stable populatiou) that the

relative decline in adult stock due to SONGS will qceed in magnitude the relative

change in b or S. That is, tle drop in adult stockwill exceed the adult equivalent loss

(AEL).

Equations (11) and (12) show that tle questions of the impact of SONGS on

equilibrium densities and on stability (via z) are not independent. If trvo

populations have the sane value of 1 - Sah(A-) but different values of z (because b,

S, f or g is different), then the population with the smaller value of z will be less

sensitive to a SONGS-induced change in S, i.e., its equilibrium value will change

less. Howeve 4 if z < -1, this advantage has little meaning since the equilibrium will

be unstable.

In the following section, we look at some special cases of the model, usually

ciues in which only one of f, g and h is not constant. Our main interest is in the

sensitivity and stability. But the sensitivity indices defined in equations (11) and

(L2) are strictly valid only for nsmall' changes in b or S. The practical limitations on

what can be regarded as osmall" depends on the forms assumed for the functions f, gI
t
t 24
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and h; in general the smoother these functions, the larger the range of validity of

predictions based on the sensitivity indices. To complement our analpis of stability

and sensitivity indices, we shall make one calculation which does take explicit

account of nonlinearities: for most of our models we shall attempt to ansrer the

questioq "By what fraction must b and/or S be reduced to cause extinction?".

3.4 Predicted Consequences of fmmature Mortality

Case 1(a). In this model" "inmafure* is taken to mean "juvenile" and'birth" mea^ns

recnritment to the juvenile population, so that fecundity includes the survival of eggs

and planttonic larvae. We assume there is no density dependence in either juvenile

or adult survival, so the functions g([) and h(.\) are both identically one. The

population then compensates only via f(A,), i.e., through an increase in fecundity

and/or planktonic survival in response to a dectease in adult density. The dpamic

co$iequences axe the same, regardless of whether it is adult fecundity or planktonic

survival that is density dependenl

Sinceg = h = lforallAwehave

F(Ab'S)=bSf(A)+Se.

The adult equilibrium density is obtained by solving equ (5):

(A') = (1- Se)/bS,

the eigenvalue determining local stability (equ (7)) is

(13)

(14)
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z= l+bsA' f r (A ' ) ,

and the equilibrium sensitivity indices Gqus (11) and (12)) are

(ls)

os = ob = -eta.t/te f'(A')].

SONGS kills both planlconic stages and juveniles, so its effect in this model

is to reduce both b and S. Equation (14) now tells us two general consequences of

this reduction, valid provided only that f(A) is a decreasing function of A:

1. f(A') increases, implyrng that A*, the adult population, decreases.

This agrees with our general remarla earlier: the sensitivity indices are positive, so

decreases in survival or fertility lead to reduced populations.

2. The population will go extinct if SONGS reduces bS to 1 - Se or less,

i"e, by a factor of (bS * Se - l)/bs or more, regardless of the specifrc functional

form for f(A); the most rnrlnerable populations are those for which ihis threshold

factor is sma[ e.g., those which are barely viable (bS + Sa barely greater than 1).

3. The sensitivity index is less than 1 only if A!AJ:(A)I/AA < 0; thus the

frac.tional change in the equilibrium value is less than the fractional change in bS

only if there is very strong density dependence: under pre-SONGS conditions, if the

number of adults increases from A' to a value sligbtly above it" the number of new

immatures must actually decrease.

(16)
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Further quantitative predictions require specification of tle function f(A).

Unfortunately virtually nothlrg is knou,n about this function for any of the species

affected by SONGS, though we presume that it should decrease from 1 to 0 as A

increases from 0 to o. The 'local" properties (eigenvalue and sensitivity index)

involve knowledge of the quantity f1e)71e.f'(A.)l whose value can vary greatly

among functions which satisff our broad general conditions for a compensation

function- However if we make the not implausible conjecture that the function f(A)

is convex (i.e., the straight line between any two points on its graph will lie above the

graph) then -Af'(A) has a value between l - (A) and 0 and varies slowly. Thus the

sensitivity index will be greater than 1 (and potentially very large) if f(A) is near 1,

i.e., if (1 - Sa) and bS are approximately equal, so the population is barely viable. If

A is large and f(A) small, f(A) should behave like cA* for some constants c and n;

then os = -f(A.)/[R*t'(C)l is approximately L/n-The fractional decrease in A' is

smaller than the corresponding decrease in bS if n is large (strong compensation)

and larger if n is small. The borderline case, tr = 1, occuni when total recruitment is

approximately constan! independent of the size of the adult stock

Horvever there is a further problem: if n > 1, there is the possibility of

instability: equations (1a) and (15) give z = L - n(l - Se), so the system is unstable if

n>2 / ( r -Se) .

The most 'opt'misticn assumption concerning the function f is that it is

sigmoidal in form: only slight compensation at small values of A but strong

compensation (perhaps reflecting pressnre on resoruces) at A'. In this case a small

value of f(A') and a large (absolute) value of A*f'1A.) (possibly larger than 1 -

f(A)) may combine to give a sensitivity index less than one. However if the slope
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f'(A') becomes very large and negative (specifically, f'(A') < -2/bSA', see eq,,

(15)), the equilibrium is unstable due to overcompensation" There is no evidence

suggesting that any of the species potentially impacted by SONGS are fluctuating

around an unstable equilibrium, and it thus appears tlat while a sigmoidal

compensation function may through good fortune minimize the impact on some

species with appropriate parameterg it is unsafe to rely on this mechanism.

An instructive example that illustrates these points is obtained by recasting

the well-known Beverton-Holt stock-recmitment relation and assuming

f(R; = t/(r+ A/Ao)" Beverton-Holt (17)

This form gives a stock-recnritment curve in which an increase in the adult

population alwap leads to an increase in total recnritment, but there are

diminishing returns: the recruitment incnease becomes vanishingly small at high

adult densities, so that bAf(A), the total recnritment to the juvenile populatioq is

essentially bAo, independent of stock, at these densities. At equilibriuq the adult

population density is (equ (1a))

C = Ao tbS/(l-Se) - 11. Beverton-Holt (18)

whose sensitivity to changes in b or S is (equ (16))

os= ou=bS/ [bs-( t -Sa) l

Thus if SONGS reduces b or S by a small fraction y (i.e" to (1 - y) S or

(t - y) b), the fractional reduction in C wil be greater than y.

A generalization of the Beverton-Holt form is
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f(A) = t/lL+ (A/Ao)"1.

As for eqn (17), f(0) = 1 and f(A") = 0.5" If o ) 0, per capita birth rates

decrease as A increases; if 0 < n < 1, total recruitment increases without limit as A

increases; n = 1 is the standard Beverton-Holt model; if n > 1, total recruitment

peaks when n = Ao/(n - 1)rA, and then declines, so that high stock levels lead to

low recnritment. This choice of f gives (equ (1a))

C =Ao{bS/(t-Se)-1}vo,

the eigenvalue is (equ (15))

(1e)

t
$
I
I

z = t- n(1_Se)[1 _ (l_Se)/bSl,

and the sensitivity indices (equ (16)) are given by

(20)

(n)

(21)

T
lt
I
T
I
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os = ob = rlbS/[bs-(1-Sa)1.

Equ. (21) shows that although it is diffrcult to derive necessaxy and suffrcient

conditions for stability for a general function f, u,ith this (rather broad) family of

generalized Beverton-Holt functions a SONGS-induced redtrction in the profuct bS

witl always enhmce the stability of the system (by increasing 
"). 

Note that if n is

large, z catbe < -1, and the system unstable.

Eq1r. (?2) tells us thatthe eryilibriurn seruitivity indices are always greater than

one unless fl ) 7, i.e., the percentage reduction in population is greater tlan the

percentage reduction in bS unless compensation is stronger than the standard
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Beverton-Holt form. In the case n > 1, no general comment is possible, as the

sensitivity indices may take values greater or less than one depending on the precise

values taken by b, S, and Se.

Note that equs (21) afi (22) combine to give z = 1- (1 - Sa)/o, where o'=

os or ou. Thus increasing n to reduce o will eventually lead to z < -Land instability.

It is possible to develop similar arguments with countless families of

functions, and furthermore to generalize the above results to the situationwhere the

developmental time is greater tlan one year (see e.g., models in Bergh and Getz

1988, Getz and Haigbt 1989), but we a.re aware of no examples that contradict our

main conclusions for this model, namely that unless tlere is overcompensatio&

SONGS will produce a reduction in adult stock at least as large as the reduction in

bS and an increase in stability.

Case 1(b). In this case, h(A) is the only function not identically equal to one.

We have

F(A',b,s) = bS + sAh(A').

The equilibrium is given by

h(A.) = [1 -bS]/Se,

and exists only if bS < 1 < bS + Se. The first of these inequalities reflects the fact

that adult mortality (i.e., mortatity after the year of growth from egg to adult)

cannot control the population if each adult produces more than one replacement in

I
t
I
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its first year; the population will then grow without limit" The seeond inequaliry is

simply the requirement that at low densities (where h(A) is approximately one) the

population should be viable: on average, the new population each year will consist

of a fraction Se of the adults of the old population plus bS new adults for each adult

in the old population Where there is an equilibrium, the eigenvalue z determining

its stability is given by (equ (6))

z=!+soa.nr(e. ) ,

and the equilibrium sensitivity indices (equs (11) and (12)) are

os = ou = -65715"4.h'(A'). (26)

Further discussion requires assumptions about the function h(A). If, as

seerrs plausible, this function is convoq it turns out that the eigenvalue must lie in

tle range (2 - bS - Se,l), implying exponential stability (i.e., a steady return to

equilibrium), and that

os = ob > bS/Se(l-h(A ) = bS/(bS + Sn- 1) > 1,

implyrng that the percentage decrease in adult stock will be more than that in b

and/or S"

If h is sigmoidaf ss mighl happen if density dependence is weak until the

population grows large enough to strain resources, it is possible that -A*h'1A*; > 1

- h(A.), so that os and o6 0^r€ smaller than 1, implyrng a smaller fractional change in

e. tnan in bS. But if -A*h'(A*) > ZfSe,the equilibrium will be unstable because of

overcompensation
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Case 3. For cases 3(a) and 3(b), f = h = 1, so compensation acts through

juvenile sundvorship, g(I*) = g(bA). Thus we have

F(A5b'S)=bSgOA)+Se,

so the equilibrium is given by

g(bA') = (1- So)/bS,

and the stability is determined by

Qe)

z=L+bPSA'g 'OA) .

In both cases, if bS is decreased to 1 - Se, by a decrease in either S or b, the

population goes extinct; and the equilibrium is stable in both cases if g'(bA.) > -

2/b2SA.. The cases differ in other respects.

The remaining case,3(c), requires a new model, since it involves two juvenile

stages occurring simultaneously.

Case 3(a). SONGS affects only S. For this analysis we lump together the

planl*onic and juvenile stages in the immature population (still denoted by I1)" The

parameter b now refers to the (fixed) number of eggs produced per adult. Since b

is fixed, o6 is ignored. The otler sensitivity index (equ (11)) is

os = -g(bA.)/[bA'g' (bA.)].

(28)

(30)

(31)

32
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Equations (28) to (31) are very similar to equs (13) to (16), and much of the

discussion of our Case 1(a) applies here. In particular, a reduction in S implies an

increase in g(bA-); this implies a decrease in A', since g is a decreasing function and

b is fi:red. Thus, arcn tlnugh immafiire smtival increases in resporue to SONGS ffias

on the immafires, fetter individuals recntit to the adult population, and hence wterage

adult population is re&tced

Also, the previous points 2 and3 are the same: the same fractional reduction

in bS (in this case, in survival, S) will bring extinction, and the sensitivity will be > 1

(so the fractional change in A'will be greater than that in S), unless a decrease in

new juveniles (It) would lead to an increase in new adults (At*r = ISg(It)) at

equilibrium under pre-SONGS conditions.

The Beverton Holt form and its generalization are also reasonable here, with

g(I) = L/(L + (IlIo)"); replacing I and Io by bA and 
flo 

shows that we get exactly

the same conclusions.

Case 3(b): We assume that the late juveniles suffer no mortality from

SONGS, as an extreme case of very low mortality on this age group. We further

assume however that SONGS does increase mortality on previous immature stages.

The parameter affected by SONGS is now b, which in this model represeuts tle

number of 'births" per adult into the late juvenile age class (I1), and is a^ffected via

mortality on all immatures up to the late juvenile stage; S, the naximum survival at

low density, is assumed unaffected by SONGS because this stage is assumed to have

negligible SONGS-induced mortatity. Compensation again acts througb g(It).
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Thus we again have equs (2S) to (30): the same equilibrium value, and the

same fractional change in bS (in this case, in fertility and early survival, b) will lead

to extinction

But now it is S which is fixed, so os is ignored, and

ou = -1- g(bA.)/tbA'g'(bA')]. (32)

If compensation is strong enough (i.e., if g' is large enough) ou can b€

negative, implyrng that a small decrease in b can lead to an actual increase in the

equilibrium population A*.

Mathematicatln the key difference'between this case and Case 3(a) is that

the parameter affected by SONGS is b and not S. A decrease in b implies an

increase in g(bA') and thus a decrease in bA*; but this no longer implies a

proportionate decrease in A*, or even a decrease at all.

Biologically, the difference between tlis case and all the others is that

compensation can operate even when there is no reduction in later stages. In Cases

1 and 2, compensation responds to a decrease in adults; it cannot prevent a

decrease, since it cannot operate until some decrease has occurred. In Case 3(a)

both SONGS and the compensation work througb tle snme parameter: if SONGS

is to cause any reduction, it must reduce the numbers in a stage following the stage

onwhich compensation operates. Thus, althougb the compensation is responding to

a decrease in I, this decrease is itself a consequence of the decrease in A caused by

SONGS: as before, if tlere were no adult decrease, tlere could be no
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compensation In the present case, the SONGS effect is to reduce the number of

recruits to the immattre stage; and it is to this reduction, ratler than to a

subsequent reduction in adults, that compensation responds by increasing the

number of individuals "graduating'from this stage. In fact, it is easy to see that tlis

effect can occur even if SONGS reduces S, provided that compensation can be

strong enough to more tlan counter this reduction" The necessary condition is that

the survival of a late stage can increase as a result of a reduction in an earlier, pre-

adult stage.

A consequence of equation (32) is that if g(I) varies as cl-o for a range of I in

the vicinity of the equilibriuno, g(bA.)/tbA'g'(bA.)] = -L/n so a sensitivity index

less than one is achieved if n > 05. There is no decrease at all if n = 1 (perfect

compensation, whereby the number of immatures emerging from the stage is the

same regardless of how many entered iq provided this is large enough for the 'T'o"

behavior) and an actual increase in adult density is possible if n > 1. However, from

equ (30), we again Setz = 1 - n(1 - Sa), so the system is unstable if n > 2/(1 - Sa),

i.e., if compensation is too strong.

The generalized Beverton-Holt model, (equ (19) with ngn, 'T', atrd 'To'

replacing "f', "A', and "Ao"), is also plausible here. We write g = (bS + Sl - 1)/bS;

when the population is low (no compensation), this is the "excessn fraction of new

adults beyond those needed to replace the adults who died. We then getz = 1 - n(l

- Se)E and ou = -1 + L/En Thus the sensitivity index is less than 1 if nE > 0.5 and

is negative if nE > 1; but the system is unstable if nE > 2/(1 - Se).
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Case 3(c). In this 6sslanisr& small immatures are tle victims of predation

by large immatures (e"g", planktonic stages eaten by juvenile fish). Our standard

model is not suitable for modelling this case, since this type of cannibalism requires

two stages to be present simultaneously; we must therefore abandon our discrete

time modelling framework. Some insight into the likely effects can be obtained from

a very crude model in which we assume osmall" and "large" immature stages of

duration Tr and T2 respectively and let the large individuals cannibalize the small

ones. We assume random searching and neglect any beneficial effect ol.uo66alism

on the cannibals. The model then takes the form

ds(t)/dt = Rs(t) - Rr(t) - cs(t)L(0 - ds(t)

dr(0/dt = Rr,(t) - Re(t) - eL(O

(33)

(34)

dA(t)/dt = Re(t)-fA(t) (3s)

in which d, e, and f represent density-independent death rates for the three stages,

the term cS(t)L(O represents cannibalism, and Rs(O, Rr,(t), and Ra(t) represent

recruitment rates to the three stages" We have:

Rs(t; = b A(t)'

i.e., a constant rate of production by the adults;

(37)

i.e., the survivors of those who recruited to the small stage Tr time units before; and

(36)

I
I
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Rr(t) = Rs(t-Tr) exp { -ft.ttrl*d)dx},
Jt_Tr
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Re(t) = Rr"(t-Tz) exp (-eTz),

the survivors of those who recruited to the large stage Tz time units before"

equs (34) - (38), the equililrium adult density can be shown to be

(38)

From

A*=
e tln O/0 -dTr -eT2l

fcTrlexp {eTz} - 11

which decreases if eitler d, the death rate of small immatures, or e, the death rate of

large immatures, increases. Thus SONGS-induced mortality on the immature

stages, no matter how apportioned leads to a decrease in the adult population.

Suffrcient mortality on either stage wilt lead to extinction. However, the sensitivity

indices describing the response to changes in d or e or both, depend on the other

parameters in the model in a messy and unrevealing way. We remark that this

model may overestimate the compensatory effect of cannibalisuq since it includes

the negative effects of cannibalism on the small larvae, but ignores the beneficial

effects on the large lamae.

Case 4. Ilere, the fish species that suffers SbNCS-induced immature

mortality is a major food item for a predator (e.g, sport/commercial) species.

Again, our standard model is not zuitable. Since the life cycles of fodder and

predator species are probably different, we model this situation in a continuous-time

framework"

First, guided by Section 2,we aisume that the compensatory mechanisms for

the fodder fish operate in response to adult density only" We also assume that the
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predatory (sport/commerciat) fish species depends entirely upon the fodder fish for

food"

A standard tlpe of model is

dA/dt=AF(A,b)-Pk(A)

dP/dt = cPk(A)-mP,

(40)

(41)

I

where A and P are respectively the densities of adult fodder fish and of predators"

The term k(A) is the "functional response" giving the number of prey killed per

predator per unit time. These prey a^re converted into new predators with effrciency

c. The term F(db) represents tle per capita rate of inc:rease (decrease if F is

negative) of the adult stoclg as a functiol of the stock size; b is the recmitment rate,

which may be affected by SONGS. Thus F plays a role similar to that in equ (3).

The SONGS effect is to reduce Fby reducing b, which combines the roles previously

played by b and S. We assume the predator suffers a constant death rate, m-

We assume thaf for given b, a reduction in A leads to an increase in F; thus

compensation will act if A is reduced. But from equation (41), the equilibrium

fodder fish population is given bV Kn') = m/c" Thus this population is completely

unaffected by the reduction in F caused by SONGS, so no compensatory mechanism

is brougbt into operation

But the equilibrium population for the predator species is now given by

equation (40):
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P. = a-F(A',b)/k(A). (42)

A SONGS-induced reduction in b wil thus not affect A* but will cause a

reduction in the predator species. How large the reduction is depends on the role of

b in F. For example, if F(A',b) = bFr(A.) - dF2(A.), i.e., growth rate = birth rate -

death rate, then a change 5b in b leads to a change 6P* = [dP./dbl6b in P*, so the

ratio of fractional changes is [6P'/P']/t6b/bl = bFr(A')/tbF1(A') - dF2(A.)] > t,

i.e., the fractional change in P' is greater than that in b.

There are a prioi reasons to doubt the realism of this simple model as it

excludes many factors, including some emphasized in the singls species models.

Furthermore, it turns out that with many forms for the function F (or for Fr or Fz),

the equilibrium is Ut qty to be very unstable, with large amplitude cycles in both prey

and predator. However the result that the fodder fish density is set by attributes of

the predator is rather general and will hold provided there is no dependence on

predator density of the predator death rate, the efficiency of converting prey into

new predators, and/or the functional response. It does however require that the

predator is a specialist, regulated exclusively by the availability of one particular

prey species.

Modification of the model to cover either of the above weaknesses is beyond

the scope of this report. However, it would seem plausible that relaxation of tle

model assumptions will prevent the complete transfer of losses from the fodder to

the predator fish (d. McCauley, Murdoch and Watson 1988 for a related study on

Daphnia and a heterogeneous algal food supply). The overall conclusions from the
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model are thus rather weak; it suggests a "greater than onen sensitivity index, but

plausible modificatior$ are likely to reduce this" It is thus possible that the fractional

predator fish losses wiU be less than the fractional change in fodder fish production

caused by SONGS; however acceptance that this is likely involves excessive faith in

pure theory backed by rather little experimental evidence.

3.4.1 Combinations of Compensatory Mechanisms

There may be more than one compensatory mechanism operating, and it is of

interest to know how they interact. The baseline model with all xnsshanisms

operating is very comple:r, its properties being summarized in equations (3)-(12).

We have made no attempt beyond the discussion around tlese equations to

interpret these general formulae; however it is of interest to study the combined

effects of trro of the most likely of the mechanisms studied.

We assume that there is no density dependence in adult mortality (i.e., h(A)

= 1) and that the equilibrium population occurs in a legion of the curves f(A) and

g(I) where

f([) = s[-n (43)

8(I) = dI*'

for constants c and d.

(u)
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Substituting in equ (4) we get
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F(A5b,S) = $$'mP{mtm-n.r $o

where p = dsl-m. The sensitivity indices (equs (11) and (12)) are then

(4s)

os = 1/[1-(1-n)(1-m)] (46)

and

op = (1-m)/[1-(1-n)(1-m)] (47)

It follows that the sensitivity index to changes in juvenile survival (S) is

greatgr than one unless (1-n)(1-n) < 0, which requires overcompensation in one of

the processes (i.e., m> 1 or n> 1). The case of double overcompensation (m> 1 and

n> 1) is very complex (Rodriguez t988, Onyiah and Nisbet, in prep.) since multiple

equilibria can occur; thankfuily there is no evidence to suggest that this is likely in

the populations under study" The expression for sensitivity to changes in b is of

interest since it includes the only case we studied (case 3(b)) where total

compensation was plausible. We see that the results of that section appear quite

robust: perfect compensation occurs with m=l irrespective of the otler

compensation via adult fecundity.

The above analysis is rather superficial, but it adds some credibility to the

conclusions derived from consideration of one effect at a time. Further suPport

comes from a few further calculations with different functions. The only situations

we have found where compensatory mechanisms acting together significantly reduce

the adult loss occur in models where one of the mechanisms was density dependent

adult mortality, which we concluded in section 2 was unlikely.
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3.5. Implications of the Models

The overall message from tlese models is that compensationwill not prevent

a reduction in the average abundance of adult fish, unless SONGS affects early

stages and late juveniles compensate perfectly. We know of no reasion to expect

much compensation in late juveniles in the species of concern, and what little is

known about their ecology suggests compensation is less than perfect (Section 2).

The present suite of 'strategic models" does not provide an unarnbiguous

pointer to the likely magnitude of the decline in adult density caused by SONGS-

induced death of a specified fraction of the immatures. However, we cannot escape

the conclusion that all "optimisticn outcomes (fractional decline in adult stock that is

significantly less than the fractional AEL) appear to demand mechanisms which

have not been proved in any marine frsh anywhe-re. Still, compensation holding the

percentage loss in adult stock to about tle same as the percentage AEL seems

plausible: more plausible if several compensatory olsgfoanisrui operate

simultaneously, and still more if one of these is adult survival" Although we have

not tried to model in detail the case where tle affected fish is a fodder fish and

there is compensation in the predator fish, it appears that much of the loss may be

'otransferred" from the fodder fish to the predator, and the predator's percentage loss

could be as large as tle loss that would be experienced by a single species affected

directly.
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